YOUR NEXT READ
Love Stories Fiction
Devil's Daughter

Carnegie's Maid

Falling for a dashing stranger, the daughter
of Lord St. Vincent and Evie Jenner is
horrified to discover that he is the bully
responsible for her late husband's boardingschool misery.

An impoverished Irish immigrant in the
industrial 1860s takes a job as a lady's maid
in the home of prominent businessman
Andrew Carnegie, with whom she falls in
love before going missing, triggering
Carnegie's search for answers and the
establishment of his enduring legacy.

Eleanor Oliphant is
completely Fine

Promise Not To Tell

by Lisa Kleypas

by Gail Honeyman

A socially awkward, routine-oriented loner
teams up with a bumbling IT guy from her
office to assist an elderly accident victim,
forging a friendship that saves all three from
lives of isolation and secret unhappiness.

Cottage By The Sea

by Marie Benedict

by Jayne Ann Krentz

After one of her artists sends her a painting
before apparently taking her own life,
Seattle gallery owner Virginia teams with
private investigator Cabot to catch the true
killer and uncover the truth about the cult
they were a part of as children

by Debbie Macomber

I Want You Back

Retreating to a Pacific Northwest haven
after a tragedy, Annie bonds with a
kindhearted local artist, her reclusive
landlord and a troubled teen before an
unexpected opportunity challenges her
ambitions.

When former NHL star Jaxson Lund returns
home, he is determined to prove to Lucy, his
ex-girlfriend and mother of his daughter,
that he is ready to be a father and the man
she has always wanted.

Under Currents
by Nora Roberts

Discovering unexpected allies when his
successful father's rages spiral out of control,
Zane draws strength and insights from the
darkness of the past to create a healthier
family in adulthood.

by Lorelei James

Strawberry Hill
by Catherine Anderson

Butting heads with Wyatt Fitzgerald, a
proud and stubborn deaf cowboy, Erin De
Laney, new to the sheriff’s department,
seeks to make amends via written
correspondence, which offers them both a
chance for a once-in-a-life time love—if they
are both willing to take the risk.

The Lemon Sisters
by Jill Shalvis

Free-spirited Brooke and her high-achieving
sister, Mindy, reconnect in the face of
devastating personal setbacks before
deciding to trade places to confront longkept secrets. By the best-selling author of
Rainy Day Friends.

Against All Odds
by Danielle Steel

A widow struggles with her grown
children's plans to gamble their futures in
their determination to pursue their hearts,
from her daughter's illicit romance with a
client to her son's decision to have children
he is not ready for.
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